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Abstract—This article is a part of Research and 

Development research under the issue of Developing 

Interactive Learning Multimedia to Promote Higher Order 

Thinking Skills to teach Reading for Senior High Schools in 

Science Major. The product is developed due to the 

nonexistence of appropriate learning media that promote 

Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS). Needs analysis is a step 

in the research which aims to obtain the information in used to 

design the developed media. This information obtained from 

the need’s analysis are used as data to develop the media. A 

questionnaire was written as the instrument to collect the data. 

The participants of this research are senior high schools’ 

students. The result of the research are valuable implications 

for interactive multimedia development that remotes higher 

order thinking skills. In relation to the Educational Research 

and Innovation in Best Practices to improve quality in the 21st 

century, the value of this study is to give addition in the form 

of interactive multimedia which promote higher order 

thinking skills. 

 

Keywords—higher order thinking skills, HOTS, interactive 

multimedia, needs analysis. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

As a lingua fanca, English is widely used as a medium of 

communiation. It is used both in spoken and written  

communication. As a global language, English is used by the 

outer English speaking countries as a second language or as a 

foreign language. In respond to the growing demand of 

appropriate  communication, English widely  taught all over 

the world.  

Reading as one of four language skills of English has 

contribution of absorbing written information. In educational 

context, reading as a receptive skill is usually used as 

students mostly interact with written texts, such as textbooks, 

newspaper, and internet. Without ignoring other language 

skills, reading has an significant role to shape the future 

generations. Because of its importance, the ministry of 

education all around the world tried their best to develop and 

improve their educational system. 

Peraturan Menteri Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan Nomor 67 

tahun 2013 stated that education roots in the culture of the 

nation and directed for a better development of present and 

future lives. Curriculum is the basic framework in education. 

In response of the curriculum change in Indonesia, 2013 

Curriculum is believed to be able to contribute to the 

advancement of society. 

An important aspect changed in 2013 Curriculum is to 

make students being a critical thinker. Thinking critically 

means being able to make a wise judgement and giving a 

reasonable reasons [1]. Some researcher stated that the term 

“critical thinking” and “higher order thinking” are 

interchangebly while others said that critical thinking is part 

of higher order thinking [2]. Higher order thinking is abased 

on the concept of Bloom’s Taxonomy involving cognitive 

activity  to  make complex judgmental skills and evaluation.  

[2]. Being critical thinker in learning process is quite a new 

concept for  students in which some of them  are  failed to 

apply.  

It is belived that the government has provide appropriate 

textbooks to support them with the new curriculum. 

However, the content of the materials are failed to meet the 

expectation. of the 2013 Curriculum in which the content of 

the materials should encourage the students in creative 

thinking. Moreover, the content of the materials is not based 

on the actual needs of the students. With the diversity of 

students in Indonesia, it is hard to design  for a specific 

purpose which covers the students’ need unless the teachers 

develop their own learning materials as supplementary. 

Schools must provide students with supplementary materials 

to thrieve in a rapidly evolving, saturated world [3]. In 

addition, the topics in the textbook is not designed for a 

specifi study program in senior high school. As a result, 

English materials which covers the students needs and also 

compatible with the current curriculum are needed. 

The new development in technology gives contribution in 

learning process to make students more engaged in their 

learning. The use of on computer-based interactive 

multimedia as learning media is expected to improve 

students interest in learning English as it provides multiple 

sources of materials that can be explored by students. 

A. Higher order thinking skills (HOTS) 

Higher order thinking skills is  an American terms that is 

used to refer to cognitive ability to make a complex 

judgement rather than obtaining simple knowledge 

(definition by experts) 

In the Blooms’ Taxonomy, the cognitive domain is 

divided into  6  levels, they are knowledge, comprehension, 

application, analysis, syntesis and evaluation. Those six level 

of thinking aims to encourage the students think critically, as 

the highest the level is the more difficult and complex it is 

[4], [1]. 

The revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy was done in 1990 and 

they are called the Revised Blooms’ Taxonomy [5]. Figure 1 
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displays the original Bloom’s Taxonomy and the revised 

blooms’ Taxonomy. 

 
Fig. 1. The Original Bloom’s Taxonomy and Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy 

 

As it is seen in Figure 1 the changes in Blooms’ Taxonomy 

are the change of terms in the first thee level. Figure 2 

explains the Revised Blooms’ Taxonomy. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The Revised Blooms’ Taxonomy 

The aims of Revised Blooms’ Taxonomy are to promote 

higher thinking skill in learning process. Rather than 

remembering facts, the students are engaging to analyse and 

make a complicated judgement in creative way. That 

creative thinking will be activated when they encounter 

unfamiliar problems or questions. Successful application of 

the skills results in explanation, analysis, performance and 

product to solve the problem.  

Brookhart [1] defines higher-order thinking into three 

categories, they are: (1) higher-order thinking in terms of 

transfer, (2) those that define it in terms of critical thinking, 

and (3) those that define it in terms of problem solving. 

According to Krathwohl in [6] higher order thinking skills 

in the terms of transfer means students require not only to 

memorize but also make sense of the information and be 

able to use what they have learned. Higher order thinking 

skills in term of critical thinking means students can apply 

wise judgment or produce a reasonable reason.  

Higher order thinking skills in the problem-solving category 

means the skill that enables a person to find a solution for a 

problem that cannot be solved simply by memorizing. 

Brookhart [1] argues that if teachers think of higher-order 

thinking as problem solving, they can set lesson goals to 

teach students how to identify and solve problems at school 

and in life.  

B. Interactive Multimedia 

Interactive multimedia can be defined as the use of more 

than one medium i.e. texts, pictures, videos, animations, and 

audios in a way that the user has the control over the choice 

of progress of the program. Define interactive learning 

multimedia as the use of more than one form of media such 

as texts, visuals, videos, animations, and audios in a way 

which a user has a great deal of control over the choice of 

progress of the program. The user has a control to lead the 

learning process as they choice. 

In line with the above definition, Richard and Schmidt [7] 

add that a multimedia presentation can be categorized 

interactive when they involve a question on the computer, a 

response from the students and a feedback from the 

computer telling the students whether the answer is correct. 

Moreover, tells that interactive multimedia provides learners 

with opportunities to receive comprehensible input and 

feedback. Interactive learning multimedia provides the users 

to learn by their own. They input the data to a question and 

then the computer will give a feedback as the respond of the 

data whether it is correct or incorrect.  

Considering the definition above, it can be concluded that 

interactive multimedia in learning context is the 

combination of well-arranged audio and visual media in the 

form of texts, graphics, animations, sounds and videos to 

present the learning materials that provide learners with 

opportunities to promote meaningful learning then receive 

comprehensible input and feedback. 

Wolfgram in [8], states that people only remember 15 

percent of what they hear and 25 percent of what they see 

but remember 60 percent of what they interact with. 

Interactive multimedia is an effective and appropriate as the 

learning tools. Learners will enjoy learning using computers 

and they are motivated to learn. By using it as a learning 
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tool, learners can interact with them because it provides 

audio-visual stimuli.   

The advantages of using interactive multimedia are 

supporting interactive learning by presenting text, image, 

sound, video, and animation, reducing learning time, 

flexibility (potential for anytime and anyplace), increasing 

students’ motivation in learning, and accommodating 

individual learning style.  

There are two roles of interactive learning multimedia in the 

teaching and learning process. They are interactive learning 

multimedia as a tool and as a tutor. Interactive learning 

multimedia as a tool is that it is used by the teacher to 

present the materials and by the students to understand the 

materials and do the exercises. Meanwhile as a tutor is that 

it presents the materials to the students and guides them step 

by step to learn. 

C. Needs Analysis 

Needs analysis related to the development of materials for a 

specific audience can be defined as a process of 

determination the needs for certain group of learners 

required a language and arranging the needs in order to find 

out the determine and prioritize the needs for which students 

required [11], [12]. The needs analysis helps in establishing 

the needs for introducing a change that the needs of students 

and acceptable for teachers [7]. 

In this case, needs analysis is a part of research and 

development study. The aims of research and development 

research is to develop a certain product which is suitable for 

a certain group because the data used to develop are based 

on their needs. The needs analysis is required to obtain data 

that will be useful in the development of the product. 

The data required in needs analysis can be divided into two, 

they are target needs and learning needs. In the target needs, 

there are three aspects that should be covered necessities, 

lacks and want. In the learning needs, there are learner’s and 

teacher’s role, input, activities and setting. 

The purpose of this study is to needs analysis data that will 

be interpreted to develop interactive multimedia based on 

higher order thinking skills. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section II 

describes the proposed research method. Section III 

describes the obtained result and following by discussion in 

Section IV. Finally, Section IV concludes this discussion. 

II. RESEARCH METHOD 

The participants are 30 students of senior high school in 

Yogyakarta. They were Science major students in 11th 

grade. The students are already taught by using 2013 

Curriculum. This research is a part of research and 

development model. The needs analysis aims to obtain the 

information that is used to develop the interactive 

multimedia. Questionnaires are delivered to ask the actual 

needs in learning. There were 20 items of questions in the 

form of multiple choice asking about target needs and 

learning needs. The data were analyzed by looking into the 

frequency of responses and the result were presented in 

percentage. The two items that received the highest 

percentage of response will be taken into consideration in 

the development of interactive multimedia. 

III. RESULTS  

Based on the needs analysis questionaire, there are 

target needs and learning needs. Target needs refers  to what 

the learners needs to do in the target situation [6][9][10]. 

There are three aspects in this, they are necessities, lacks 

and wants. 

Necessities refer to what the students has to know in 

the target situation. Figure 3 below shows that most students 

moslty only deal with English text only at school. Their 

purpose of reading English text mostly because they want to 

get information from the text. It is rare for them to read text 

outside academic purpose as in they are enjoying reading 

English in their leisure time. It is added that their goal in 

learning English is to proceed in higher education as 

displayed in Figure 4. As in the From this data, students 

prefer the developed interactive multimedia can provide 

them with  activities in the academic purpose like in the 

classroom and daily life. 

 

Fig. 3. Target needs: Necessities 

 

Fig. 4 . Target needs: Necessities 

Lacks in Target needs can be considered as what the 

students know already. In other words, lacks means their 

level of proficiency in English. In Figure 5, the result of the 

needs analysis shows that their level of proficiency is in the 

intermediate level. According to CEFR, students with 

English proficiency in B1 or Intermediate level can 

undertand basic English that is familiar and happens in daily 

life. In addition to that, Figure 6 shows the students’ level of 

reading comprehension is mostly in B2 level. In this level 

they are able to understand factual texts in the range of their 

interest.  
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Fig. 5. Target needs: Lacks 

 

 
Fig. 6. Target needs: Lacks 

 

Related to their level of thinking skills, in Figure 7 we 

can conclude that most students has mastered lower thinking 

skills i.e. remembering, understanding and applying. It can 

be concluded the devloped media adjust the level of 

difficulty according as stated above. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Target needs: Lacks 

Wants in target needs means what the  students want to 

do, to get,  or to experience during learning activities (see 

Figure 8). It can be refered as a personal preference of 

students. In the learning activities, the activities they prefer 

are identifying important poin the text and understanding 

text. It means that when they are dealing with text, they 

want to focus more in the text itsel i.e obtaining a certain 

information and identifying it.  

 

Fig. 8. Target needs: Wants 

Besides target needs, there is learning needs. Learning 

needs can be defined as what will the students get from the 

staring point to get their goal in learning. Figure 9 shows 

shows topics the students want to discuss in their learning 

process are related to their study program which is science 

because they are familiar with the problem win it. 

 

Fig. 9. Learning needs 

 

In relation to the media itself, they consider interactive 

multimedia is needed in learning process as a media in the 

classroom (see Figure 10). In the previous learning process, 

thay have use textbooks, videos, internet, and picture as 

learnig media in the classroom. A lot of students knew about 

interactive multimedia but they never use it in the learning 

process.  

 

 
Fig. 10. Learning needs 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The student’s responses from the need’s analysis provide 

intriguing insight to the media development. First, the 

content of materials in the interactive multimedia should be 

designed to provide them with learning activities in the 

classroom and to accustomed them in English in daily life as 

their goal in learning English is to proceed in higher 

education. Second, the difficulty level of the developed 

media should adjust the intermediate level. In this level, 

they are basically understanding things that are familiar and 

happen in daily life. The content of materials in the 
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interactive multimedia should be adjusted to fit this level of 

difficulty.  

Third, most students have already mastered lower thinking 

skills such as remembering, understanding and applying. 

They still have difficulty in analyzing, evaluating and 

creating. The developed media should more emphasize on 

the higher thinking skills. 

Fourth, some of the students are already familiar with 

interactive multimedia so their opinions about the 

appropriate media are an important information in the 

development process. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a needs analysis of developing 

HOTS-based interactive multimedia. The result of the 

research are valuable implications for interactive multimedia 

development that remotes higher order thinking skills. In 

relation to the Educational Research and Innovation in Best 

Practices to improve quality in the 21st century, the value of 

this study is to give addition in the form of interactive 

multimedia which promote higher order thinking skills. 
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